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Nice to ride without leg warmers or long-fingered gloves!

	Probably the last opportunity for a while to "ride naked" and enjoy the sun on arms & legs and not have to wear long-fingered

gloves. For me, the latter in particular is unusual for this time of year; my Raynauds is dramatically worse lately, triggering at 66

degrees or so (Raynauds causes loss of circulation to my fingers if the temperature drops below a certain level). Too bad I can't say it

made me faster!

Going up Old LaHonda was a real slog, making me wonder how the rest of the ride was going to go. I was solo today, so I wasn't

trying to keep up with Kevin, just imaginary rabbits ahead of me. Time was 26-something up the hill, which is pretty terrible.

Fortunately I started to feel better on the run out to the coast. I'd originally thought about getting something to drink at the San

Gregorio store, but decided it would be better to just head straight up Stage Road. It seems that it takes longer and longer for me to

get going again after stopping for food. Hate that. But it's only a 45 mile ride, so there really isn't a reason to stop. 

I did tack on some extra mileage though; at the Stage/Highway 1 intersection, I noticed one side of a convertible jacket/vest arm

lying by the side of the road. Should have picked it up then, maybe catching up to someone who had lost it. Should have. Instead, I

noted its location and moved on. About a mile further I came across the other side. Darn. So I snagged it, rode back to get the other,

then headed again down the hill to Tunitas. There had been a number of riders I passed, and I really didn't think there was much

chance I'd catch up to them after a mile+ head start, but surprisingly, I did. Unfortunately, it wasn't for any of them. I later looked at

Strava FlyBys and sent a few messages to others who'd ridden the same segment, but again, it wasn't one of theirs. 

Tunitas. Actually not as bad as I thought it would be. I was definitely feeling stronger as the ride went, and never felt like I was

going to fall apart, like I did on Old LaHonda. Of course, I didn't pass anyone either! 

The weather folk say the super-warm-weather will be behind us starting tomorrow. I'll miss it, for sure.
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